Preferred Seating proudly presents you with our full line of high-quality theater seating. From basic and economic seating to the most elaborate and refined seats, Preferred Seating has options to accent your auditorium’s design. As seating experts, Preferred Seating can help you plan, design, and furnish your auditorium with the world-class service that you deserve. With many designs to choose from, and seemingly endless options, we are confident that our products will exceed your expectations.

**Concert**

The Concert Seat is our most economic and space conscious seat giving you the best value for your seating investment. The Concert Seat comes standard with your choice of hundreds of fabrics, patterns, and color combinations with many options to choose from. Options include: 35” High Back, Upgraded Plastic Color, Wood Armrest, Lifting Armrest, Loveseat, Wood Outer Back, Upholstered Outer Back, Upholstered Seat Pan, Solid Hardwood Aisle Ends, and more!

**Classic**

The Classic Seat is very similar to the Concert Seat, but includes lumbar supporting foam and upholstered pleats, while maintaining the tight spacing that the 32-1/2” back height allows. The Classic Seat gives a much more refined look to the space and enhanced comfort for just a few dollars more per seat. The Classic has the same available fabrics and options as the Concert Seat.

**Lennox**

The Lennox Seat is a great choice for those looking for a performing arts look in their auditorium. The Lennox Seat comes standard with a 35” high back and 4” thick lumbar supporting foam.

**Available Options:**

- 38” High Back
- Upgraded Plastic Color
- Wood Armrest
- Lifting Armrest
- Loveseat
- Wood Outer Back
- Upholstered Outer Back
- Upholstered Seat Pan
- Special Back Stitching
- Solid Hardwood Aisle Ends

...And Many More!
Rocker Chairs

The Grandview and Encore Rockers are just two of our nine available rocker chairs. The rocker mechanism, combined with the superior comfort of our high-back theater seats, provides the ultimate in comfort! Choose from a variety of back heights, back shapes, aisle ends, and upholstery to make the Rocker Chair that suits your specific needs.

Grandview Rocker

Encore Rocker

Symphony Collection

The Symphony Seat is a customizable seat that features our wood outer back and wood seat pan. The Symphony comes in various back shapes and can be customized in many ways. Having this seat in your performing arts center is sure to impress, and with its competitive pricing is surprisingly affordable.

Options

All Preferred Seating theater seating is customizable and each individual seat comes with a wide selection of options, however some options are used more often than others. The following are examples of our commonly selected options and a list of other options you can choose from.

- Plastic Armrest
- Cup Holder Armrest
- Wood Armrest
- Folding Tablet Arm
- Letter/Number Plates

Miscellaneous Options

- Power/Data Outlet
- Aisle Lighting
- Under Seat Book Rack
- Plastic Worship Caddy
- Wood Back
- Upholstered Back
- Wood Seat Pan
- Upholstered Seat Pan
- Custom Aisle Ends
- Custom Upholstery

www.preferred-seating.com
**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Materials:**

Cushions:
Cold-molded polyurethane foam padding with ergonomic design.

Inner Back:
Ribbed injection molded, polypropylene plastic formed with ergonomic curves for natural body support.

Outer Back:
Injection Molded high impact resistant, textured, linear polypropylene plastic.

Frame Structure:
Extensively stress-tested, rectangular steel tube frame in various gauges, specifically designed to reinforce the back structure.

Plastic Parts:
Multi-ribbed, high impact injection-molded polypropylene plastic.

Fabric:
100% Marquesa Lana (polyolefin) with fire retardant. Meets requirements for California Technical Bulletin 117, Section ECS-191-53.

**Paint:**

Powder coat paint finished, oven-baked at 200°C. Our electrostatic method of application permits a stronger hold as well as being environmentally friendly.

Aisle End Standard Cover:
Rigid molded polyurethane with a decorative finish specifically designed and manufactured to each seat model, protecting all mechanisms while preserving ergonomic characteristics.

Mechanisms:

- Elevated rocker system consisting of two rubber pieces for quiet, secure use, guaranteeing a long-lasting life.
- Patented automatic self-rising seat uses a gravity-lift mechanism for quiet, maintenance-free seat operation.
- Parts are manufactured from prime quality raw materials.
- Flip up arm rest: Allows for more seat space, permitting wider and comfortable seating.

Tests:
California TB-CA 117
California TB-133 (optional)
ASTMF-851 (impact and static)
License number: IMP - 129599
ANSI / BIFMA X5.1 - 2002

Advantages:

- All of our mechanisms are totally safe, silent and built for frequent and intense use.
- The high quality plastic facilitates economic cleaning and maintenance.
- The steel structure is solid, built with gauges capable of handling intense use.
- The back padding is complete with integrated lumbar and head support.
- The outer back is concave and anatomically formed with multiple ribs in order to increase back support as well as allowing for easy installation on high risers.
- We feature an attractive love-seat style theater chair with a comfortable ergonomic design.